MBDH: CDE GRANT PROJECT

DATA FOR SOCIAL GOOD IN EDUCATION WORKSHOP & CONFERENCE

Organized by Trinity Christian College’s Data Analytics & Research Center and Department of Computing & Data Analytics
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Dr. Karl Schmitt, Chair – Trinity Christian College
Dr. Craig Matterson – Trinity Christian College
Dr. Monica Brown – St. Catherine University
Dr. R. N. Uma – North Carolina Central Uni.
Dr. John MacMullen (or Rep) – Midwest Big Data Hub
TBD – Connection to Chicago’s DSG Community
TBD – ??? (You!)

MAIN OBJECTIVES

• Targeted, teaching faculty, professional development in pedagogies for DSG-E
• Development of and collaboration on instructional materials on/for DSG
• Serve as an onboarding & support platform for schools incorporating DSG pedagogies
• Inspire participants to make social impacts through their teaching and course work
• Build a collaboration network between SG organizations and data faculty/students
GETTING ENGAGED

• Tentative event date is late August, 2022
• Want to sponsor the data-thon?
• Suggestions of topics or people for workshop sessions?
• Participate on the organizing committee?